REPORT OF CELEBRATION OF WORLD CANCER DAY : 04-02-2022

Programme : - Celebration Of World Cancer Day

Venue : - MAM’s Sane Guruji Hospital & MAM’s Sumatibhai Shah Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Hadapsar, Pune

Camp Date : - 04/02/2022

World Cancer day 2022 was celebrated by Department of Swasthavritta & Yoga by exhibiting Slogans related to Cancer. The aim of awareness and eradication can be achieved through Information, Education and Communication. The theme of this year 2022 is “Close the care gap” The day aims to prevent millions of deaths each year by raising awareness and education about cancer.

This program was executed at Sumatibhai Shah Ayurved Mahavidyalaya and Sane Guruji Arogya Kendra on 04.02.2022. The staff and post graduate students wore pink ribbons as it is a symbol of awareness and support for people living with Cancer. The students displayed posters about the Awareness of Cancer at College premises & Sane Guruji Arogya Kendra Hadapsar.
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